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ABSTRACT: Advance Phishing Detection Using visual cryptography and OTP system aims at providing the facility to
detect whether the site is phishing or not and will solve the problem of identity theft and phishing attack .Phishing is an
act in which a user’s credentials is stolen such as username, password, credit card details etc for malicious reasons . In
this system both the merchant and the client are registered to the bank and both are authenticated by the bank server.
The OTP is obtained at the client end only when the client and the merchant put their shares. OTP is verified by the
bank server and if the OTP is valid the merchant server is detected anti phishing.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Now a days people are at large using e-commerce sites in which most of the bank related transactions occur which
increases the threat of losing all bank /card details. In these types of transactions we are not aware of that whether it is
valid card holder or someone else is using other’s card for the purpose of stealing or theft. Also there are lots of
different fake sites which look similar as that of original sites due to which normal person who don’t know much about
internet and fake sites are easily trapped with these sites and might lose all their bank details and other personal
details.[1] Hence such practices will enhance the phishing in the internet world. There are lots of incidents in the real
world where such activity have taken place and victims have survived empty handed. Many freely available
antiphishing browser extensions tools that warns user when they are browsing a suspected phishing sites .due to its
demerits need of effective technique is needed.[2]To curb this, lots of anti-phishing technique[3] [4][5][6] have been
invented and implemented in recent past. But we are developing such a unique system in which we intend to protect the
users from the phishing attacks which is “Advance Phishing Detection Using Visual Cryptography and OTP”. In this
system, the user can check whether the website he is willing to visit is a genuine website or a phishing website. After
knowing these he can securely perform all his task and operations. Here the concept of visual cryptography is used.[7]
II. RELATED WORK
Phishing goal is to acquire or steal the someone else data by using legitimate website for own benefits. Phisher make
the phishing web pages which look exactly like the web pages of legitimate web site. Phisher send link of the fake
website in spoofed email which is send to the victim on the behalf of recognized companies or organzation trying to
make the victim convince and visit the fake web sites.And when the victim submit its personal information to the fake
website that information are stolen by the phisher for own benefits.
Researchers propose many mechanism to check the site is geninue or phishing website.”An Enchanced Anti-phishing
framework based on visual cryptography” [4] is one such mechanism in which randomly generated image is
decomposed into two shares.The shares are generated for every new session. The trusted server stores the key which is
required for decryption purpose. Original image is revealed at user end only when server under test and user are
registered to the trusted server else improper image is obtained when either of them is not registered. The main
disadvantage of the this system is that we can’t trust any server that is letting us know that is site is safe or unsafe for
performing our transaction.
Another mechanism is “A novel Anti-phishing framework based on visual cryptography ”[5] is one such mechanism in
which there are two phases first is registration phase and second is login phase . In the registration phase image
captcha is decomposed into two shares.Share one is kept to the user and another is kept with the server. In the login
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phase both will stacked together to produce the image captcha. When the captcha is displayed ,user can check the
captcha that is displayed is matches with the captcha that is displayed at the registration phase. From this user can
detect weather the site is phishing or not according to image captcha. The main disadvantage of this system is that
share may get stolen and only at the time of the registration shares are generated.
There are various method are there to check the site is phishing or not many anti –phishing browser extension are also
there but they have there own disadvantages. So a need of a new system is very much needed to overcome
theseproblems effectively.
III. VISUAL CRYPTOGRAPHY
Visual Cryptography(VC) is one of the cryptography technique which was firstly proposed by Naor and Shamir.[7]
which allows any visual information to be encrypted in such a way that the decryption can be performed by the human
visual system neither any computation required. The decryption process eliminates the computation problem. Secret
image is revealed by stacking operation means stacking the shares. Visual cryptography is very secure, easy to
implement and especially useful for the low computation load requirement.
We can achieve this by accessing one of the following scheme:1](k,n)-threshold Visual cryptography scheme-In this scheme the secret image is encrypted to n shares such that when
any k number are overlaid will reveal the secret image.
2](n,n)-threshold visual cryptography scheme- In this scheme the secret image is encrypted to n shares such that n
shares are overlaid to reveal the secret image.
3] (2,2)threshold visual cryptography scheme-In this scheme the secret image is encrypted to two different shares such
that both the shares when overlaid will reveal the secret image.
In past, visual cryptography schemes were applied to only black and white images. First colored visual cryptography
scheme was developed by Verheul and Van Tilborg [8]. For a colored visual cryptography scheme with c colors, the
pixel expansion m is c× 3. Yang and Laih improved the pixel expansion to c × 2 of Verheul and van tilbong.
R.Youmaran et al [9] invented an improved visual cryptography scheme for hiding a colored image into multiple
colored cover images. This scheme provides improvement in the signal to noise ratio of the camouflage images by
producing images with similar quality to the originals.
In visual cryptography types of secret image will either binary, gray level or color image and number of secret images
are either single or multiple, shares that are generated are meaningful or meaningless as per depending on the scheme.
The performance of visual cryptography depends upon on various measures such as accuracy, contrast, pixel expansion
etc.
IV. EXISTING SYSTEM

In the existing system Fig.1, the customer password in connection with bank and the customer authentication
information in connection with merchant is used. Password is hidden inside the cover text and on the cover text
authentication information is stored. Visual cryptography is applied on the cover text and two shares are formed.
One share is with the customer and other share is with the central authority. During transaction process the merchant
will direct the customer to the central authority. In the portal merchant submits its necessary account detail and
customer will put his share. After that CA will combine his share with the customer share to form the original image.
CA will send merchant account details and cover text to the bank. now the customer authentication information is sent
to the merchant by CA .Now the bank will customer authentication password is matches with the bank databases.
after verifying it the if it is valid the bank will transfer fund from the customer to the merchant account. after
receiving the fund ,the merchant payment system validates the receipt of payment using customer authentication
information. Transmit number is also appended with the customer information.
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V. DISADVANTAGE OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM
1)Merchant may direct the customer to the portal which is similar as CA portal and get a hold on a customer share
this is a major security threat that customer have in the existing system.
2)Password and account no. in connection with bank is used
3) Thrust on 3rd party : Its very difficult to trust someone. Original image is revealed to CA. So CA may misuse the
customer information.
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VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Proposed methodology :For detecting and preventing phishing, we have proposed a new methodology Fig.2 for detection of a phishing website.
This will prevent a customer from being one of the victim of the phishing attack.The Proposed framework is shown in
above figure. As per our methodology first of all user and the merchant should be registered to the the bank. Once the
user is registered to the bank he then can login through the client application using username ,password and url of the
merchant sites . The verification request is sent to the merchant server. The merchant will then send its server
key,server id ,uid to the bank. Bank will verify the details that is valid or not. If its valid then it will generate otp
otherwise garbage will be generated. After that QR will be generated and visual cryptography is applied. Share 1 is
sent to the merchant and other share will be sent to the client through email. Merchant and client will put there shares
at client application. Both the share combine to give the OTP. If OTP get generated enter the otp for verification the
bank server will verify the entered OTP. If the entered OTP is valid then the merchant sites is non phishing otherwise it
is phishing. Hence from this method the user can determine the site is safe or not to carry out the transaction.

VII. ADVANTAGE OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
1) Authentication :- Client and merchant server are authenticated by the bank serverand OTP is also verified by the
bank Server.
2)This system protect the customer from man in middle attack.
3)Security:-customer information is not shared to the merchant until the merchant server is verified .
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VIII. CONCLUSION
Now a day phishing is very much common activity. It is a mechanism in which an attacker steals customer’s personal
identity data and financial account credentials. With our proposed methodology we can easily check whether a
merchant site is a genuine website or a phishing website . After knowing these he can securely perform his further
proceedings or transactions.
IX. FUTURE SCOPE
In the proposed system many improvement can be done in order to increase its efficiency in the future. The proposed
system is a desktop application, so in future we can make android application also. We can use hadoop as a database in
future for storing data. Apart from these there is scope for adding more features to it. The proposed system also
safeguards our information and prevents middle-man attack. There are many future improvement and future
enhancement in the advance phishing detection using Visual cryptography and OTP.
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